
ATTENTION. EMOTION.
IMPACT & PROFIT.
TOTAL TV DELIVERS FOR BRANDS



TV GETS ATTENTION,
ATTENTION LEADS 

TO EFFECTIVENESS.



TV supercharges attention for your marketing campaigns



Higher attention platforms, such as TV, enable creative 
to work more effectively for brands 

Smart campaigns use 
high attention platforms
High attention platforms deliver 
+65% uplift in terms of in market 
effectiveness



TV BOOSTS THE 
EFFECTIVENESS OF

EMOTIONAL CAMPAIGNS.



Emotional advertising drives effectiveness



TV boosts the effectiveness of emotional campaigns

TV is important for emotional campaigns TV boosts effectiveness of emotional campaigns
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TOTAL TV 
DELIVERS IMPACT.



Total TV generates the greatest campaign brand impact

All metrics – impact per channel



TV-driven solus impact stronger than other platforms

All metrics – solus impact per channel



TV drives awareness and impact



TV leads for brand conversion



Across both solus and interaction effects, without TV in 
the mix we risk losing on average 39% of all brand impact
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TV DRIVES SHORT-TERM
PERFORMANCE AND HAS 

THE STRONGEST ROI
OVER THE LONG-TERM.



The most effective medium in the world today is still TV



Building trust means building profit



TV’s enduring role in effectiveness cases 



Media channels vary in their ability to drive sales volume 
in the short and long term



Measuring success means measuring growth



Invest $1 in Total TV and get $18.30 back, 
that’s $4.20 more than the next best channel
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Total TV drives 3x more sales volume 
than any other medium

Total TV generates 
9x more sales volume 

than Facebook



Data argues for a much greater use of TV, 50-80%

The most profitable campaigns spend 
50% of their budget on TV

Pricing power argues for greater TV share



Keen to know more?

Check out the latest research
at thinktv.com.au

https://thinktv.com.au/deep-dive/safeguard-brand-success-in-2024/
https://thinktv.com.au/deep-dive/peter-field-theres-a-strong-relationship-between-tv-and-the-fast-lane-of-effectiveness/
https://thinktv.com.au/deep-dive/whats-in-store-for-24/
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